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Abstract: The main purpose of vocabulary instruction is to enhance and support reading
comprehension. This goal spans across the grade levels and different disciplines and is supported
by a plethora of research. In recent years, a great deal of needed attention has been finally
given to academic vocabulary and disciplinary literacy. To contribute to this body of knowledge,
we believe it is critical to examine how the complex relationship between vocabulary and
comprehension may be addressed in secondary content area classrooms, given the unique nature
of the academic vocabulary students encounter daily in school. This conceptual paper contains
the following: (1) definition of academic vocabulary; (2) description of what is known about
the vocabulary–comprehension relationship; (3) conceptualization of the intersection of academic
vocabulary and the vocabulary–comprehension relationship; and (4) instructional implications
emerging from this intersection. Perhaps this conceptualization may provide disciplinary
practitioners more insight to help them make decisions regarding vocabulary instruction.
Keywords: academic vocabulary; disciplinary literacy; comprehension

In recent years, a great deal of needed attention has been given to the literacy demands of different
content areas (i.e., science, history, mathematics, literature) and how these demands are unique to
each subject area. Moving away from a focus on generic strategies promoted under the umbrella
of content area literacy, we are now drawing attention to disciplinary literacy with an emphasis on
discipline-specific practices employed by the experts in each field of study [1–3]. Disciplinary literacy,
in contrast to content area literacy, looks closely at what Fang and Coatoam call “disciplinary habits
of mind” [4] (p. 628) in regard to the unique ways, in which experts in different subject areas use
to communicate through reading, writing, viewing, visually representing, speaking, and reasoning.
As a result, there is increasing evidence that infusing literacy practices tailored to particular disciplines
can enhance students’ academic achievement [5].
While both content area literacy and disciplinary literacy practices are useful to promote learning
in various subject-matter areas [6], one important component in each view is vocabulary. We know
that the main purpose of vocabulary instruction is to enhance and support reading comprehension.
This goal spans across the grade levels and different disciplines and has been supported by a plethora
of research across the decades. In regard to different disciplines, there are two major categories of
vocabulary—the specific academic vocabularies associated with particular disciplines as well as general
vocabularies shared by the disciplines. To contribute to the understandings of the body of knowledge
about vocabulary and comprehension, we believe it is critical to examine how the complex relationship
between vocabulary and comprehension may be addressed in secondary content area classrooms, given
the unique nature of the academic vocabulary students encounter daily in school. An examination
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of the intersection of the academic vocabulary in the disciplines and the vocabulary–comprehension
relationship may provide disciplinary practitioners more insight to inform decision-making regarding
vocabulary instruction. We begin by providing an overview of the meaning of academic vocabulary
and an explanation of the relationship between vocabulary and comprehension. We then examine
the intersection of academic vocabulary and the vocabulary–comprehension relationship and the
instructional implications for enhancing learning.
1. Academic Vocabulary
Vocabulary growth occurs in both oral and written contexts. Oral contexts appear to support
vocabulary more easily, given the natural opportunity for multiple uses and repetition of words as
well as the presence of concrete referents [7]. In the case of written contexts, vocabulary acquisition
involves engagement in more sophisticated language, especially as students move into the upper
grades. In middle schools and high schools, the focus is primarily on reading texts across different
subject-matter areas, each of which has its own distinctive language patterns. Nagy and Townsend
define this academic language as the “specialized language, both oral and written, of academic settings
that facilitate communication and thinking about disciplinary content” [8] (p. 92). In the words of
Zwiers, the academic language in each discipline is “the set of words, grammar, and organizational
strategies used to describe complex ideas, higher-order thinking processes, and abstract concepts” [9]
(p. 20). The complex and multi-dimensional nature of each discipline requires that students learn
about the language of each area in order to gain conceptual knowledge in these fields.
Academic vocabulary is a critical component embedded in the language of all disciplines and
places challenging demands on all learners. This vocabulary is critically important for disciplinary
learning and thinking. Descriptions about academic vocabulary focus on two distinctive categories
of words—technical, content-specific terms and general academic vocabulary. As noted by Baumann
and Graves [10], scholars label these content-specific terms in different ways, including technical
vocabulary and domain-specific words. Regardless of the label, these are terms representing concepts in
particular disciplines, such as fossil fuels, greenhouse effect, and atmosphere when learning about
global warming.
General academic vocabulary, on the other hand, are generalized terms that appear across different
content areas with their meanings sometimes changing depending upon the context. Examples of
general academic vocabulary include analyze, market, legend, and grade. McKeown and her colleagues
aptly note the importance of general academic vocabulary, especially for second-language learners
by stating that “[high frequency general words] provide the foundation upon which the knowledge
of rarer words must build. Developing knowledge of academic vocabulary—mid-frequency, high
dispersion words preferentially appearing in academic written texts—is particularly important for
K-12 vocabulary development and for advanced language learners” [11] (pp. 55–56).
2. Vocabulary–Comprehension Relationship
For many decades, we have accumulated well-documented evidence that vocabulary size
is a strong predictor of a student’s ability to comprehend text [12,13]. This strong correlation
between vocabulary and comprehension leads to an obvious conclusion that if teachers teach word
meanings, students will comprehend better. However, the relationship between vocabulary and
comprehension is not that straightforward and is highly complex involving a host of other variables.
To explain this relationship, Anderson and Freebody [12] considered three standpoints that they
labeled as the instrumental hypothesis, the knowledge hypothesis, and the aptitude hypothesis.
Since then, researchers in the field have augmented these explanations to include others, such as the
access hypothesis [14], the metalinguistic hypothesis [15], and the reciprocal hypothesis [16]. These
explanations do not contradict each other, but rather illustrate the interplay of multiple variables
involved in the vocabulary–comprehension relationship [17]. We provide an explanation of each
standpoint or hypothesis.
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Instrumental hypothesis. This common sense explanation suggests that learning word meanings
influences comprehension, thus leaning more toward a causal connection between vocabulary and
comprehension [12]. Stahl [18] points out two implications embedded in this standpoint. First,
if knowledge of words can directly enhance comprehension, texts with more challenging words will
be more difficult to understand. Another implication is that directly teaching word meanings will
improve comprehension. However, Stahl [18] cautions that not all vocabulary instructional methods
will influence comprehension. While knowing word meanings is necessary for comprehension to
occur, it is not a sufficient explanation by itself to explain the relationship between vocabulary and
comprehension [15].
Knowledge hypothesis. Moving away from the direct, causal relationship implied by the
instrumental hypothesis, the knowledge hypothesis takes into account the influence of a mediating
variable—that of background knowledge. This explanation of the relationship between vocabulary and
comprehension illustrates that word meanings are not learned in isolation; rather, they are developed
while learning about a new topic. Such contexts allow students to see how words are semantically
related to other words [19]. Furthermore, as Nagy states, “ . . . it is not [the idea of] knowing the
meaning of words that causes readers to understand what they read; rather, knowing the meanings of
words is an indication of the readers’ knowledge of a topic or concept. It is this knowledge that help
readers comprehend” [15] (p. 31). Thus, word knowledge is one aspect of topic knowledge needed
for comprehension to occur, and learning about a topic provides the opportunity to increase word
knowledge [15,18].
Aptitude hypothesis. Similar to the knowledge hypothesis, the aptitude hypothesis also
considers a third variable to explain the relationship between vocabulary and comprehension. In this
case, verbal ability plays an important role, since students with a high verbal aptitude tend to know
more words, and are better able to learn new words, and comprehend what they read [12,17]. Both
Sternberg and Powell [20] and Stahl and Nagy [17] expand the aptitude hypothesis in different
ways. Sternberg and Powell [20] interpret this hypothesis to include a reader’s ability to make
inferences. In this way, inferential ability, as a subset of the aptitude hypothesis, has a critical impact
on comprehension, especially when readers must infer the meanings of unfamiliar words encountered
in texts. Using a different perspective about the aptitude hypothesis, Stahl and Nagy [17] consider
metalinguistic aspects of word learning that can impact comprehension. They argue that readers use
their knowledge of language as they construct an understanding of what is being read, that is, they
use what they know about morphology (e.g., affixes, roots), syntax, figurative language, polysemy
(i.e., multiple meanings of some words), and other language cueing systems, all of which relate to the
aptitude hypothesis.
Reciprocal hypothesis. Beck, McKeown, and Omanson question “ . . . . are people good
comprehenders because they know a lot of words, or do people know a lot of words because they are
good comprehenders and in the course of comprehending text, learn a lot of words, or is there some
combination of directionality?” [21] (pp. 147–148). To address this question, Stanovich [16] suggests
that there is a reciprocal relationship between vocabulary and comprehension, where vocabulary is
increased through reading and comprehending and comprehension is enhanced by knowledge of
more words. In the words of Stahl and Nagy, “having a bigger vocabulary makes you a better reader,
being a better reader makes it possible for you to read more, and reading more gives you a bigger
vocabulary” [17] (p. 13).
Access hypothesis. To explain the complex relationship between vocabulary and reading
comprehension, Mezynski [14] suggests another dimension called the access hypothesis. Based
upon the theoretical work of LaBerge and Samuels [22] concerning automaticity in reading, the access
hypothesis indicates that the quick and easy retrieval of word meanings is necessary for comprehension
to occur. Thus, readers must know the various aspects of word meanings (e.g., correct nuances of
meanings) well enough for easy access and use while reading.
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Each of these explanations helps to illustrate the complexity of the relationship between
vocabulary and comprehension in general and do not contradict each other. Furthermore, they
offer a way to examine the relationship between academic vocabulary and reading comprehension in
different disciplines.
3. Intersection of Academic Vocabulary and the Vocabulary–Comprehension Relationship
Teacher beliefs about teaching in general, and specifically about vocabulary learning and
instruction, are important across all grade levels and disciplines [23]. One study by Konopak and
Williams [19] examines teacher beliefs about vocabulary teaching and learning from the perspective of
the relationship between vocabulary and comprehension. Enlightened by this work, we attempt
to conceptualize the intersection between the academic vocabulary across subject-matter areas
specifically and the vocabulary–comprehension relationship as represented by the aforementioned
hypotheses. Perhaps this perspective may provide insights into what vocabulary practices in content
area classrooms may enhance reading comprehension. We address each hypothesis or standpoint in
light of both technical, content-specific vocabulary and general academic vocabulary.
Instrumental hypothesis. This hypothesis supports the direct teaching of both technical
vocabulary and general academic vocabulary. Explicit instruction that provides definitions of words,
both technical and general, is an initiating, introductory event that is necessary but not totally sufficient
to ensure that students internalize word meanings. Variability in the kinds of content-specific words
is one factor that must be considered. Some words lend themselves well to explicit instruction with
definitions. For example, a simple definition for words, such as triangle and perimeter in mathematics,
may suffice. Direct instruction for some general academic terms may also work for such words and
phrases as find the least amount and record your answer. However, other content-specific words need
more detailed and integrated instruction for students to internalize these ideas. For example, in keeping
with mathematics examples, the more complex concepts of both slope and functions require more
detailed and extensive instruction than the use of simple explanations using definitions. Furthermore,
particular general academic words also require more in-depth instruction with words and phrases,
such as analyze the data, demonstrate your understanding, and relationship to.
Knowledge hypothesis. Conceptual knowledge speaks explicitly to the teaching and learning of
disciplinary vocabulary. In the case of content-specific academic vocabulary, building word knowledge
is closely related to building conceptual knowledge. As Vacca and his colleagues point out, “Words
are labels for concepts. A single concept, however, represents much more than the meaning of a single
word. It may take thousands of words to explain a concept” [24] (p. 243). Moving away from the
definitional level, a focus on conceptual knowledge acquisition requires that students engage in
meaningful, purposeful experiences, both firsthand and vicariously, in order to learn [24].
Conceptual knowledge, in this case of subject-matter knowledge, is part of a reader’s prior
knowledge. Two types of prior knowledge are important for literacy learning in the disciplines—topic
knowledge and domain knowledge, both of which involve academic vocabulary [25–27]. Topic
knowledge focuses on the depth of knowledge a student may have about a topic, that is, what
background knowledge and experiences the student has acquired about a topic or a concept.
If a student has a strong knowledge base about the topic of diabetes, for example, this student will also
have the depth of knowledge about the words and terms that are used in talking and writing about
this topic (how well the words are known), words and ideas, such as glucose level, insulin, and proper
diet. Domain knowledge, on the other hand, represents the breadth of knowledge that readers have
about a particular discipline, including not only the breadth of knowledge about vocabulary (the size
of word knowledge), but also the language and thinking associated with a given field of study. In other
words, domain knowledge can be considered to be general knowledge experts have in a particular
field of study [25]. In the diabetes example, domain knowledge would include knowledge about
metabolism, how glucose is used as the main source of energy for the body, health problems caused by
a great deal of glucose in the blood (e.g., neuropathy, hypertension, ketones), and the use of hemoglobin
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testing for measuring control of diabetes. Specifically in regard to vocabulary knowledge, both topic
and domain knowledge illustrate Schmitt’s statement that “all aspects of vocabulary knowledge are
interrelated” [28] (p. 942).
In addition to the role of vocabulary in conceptual knowledge, it is important to consider academic
vocabulary in light of both linguistic and lexical knowledge. From a disciplinary perspective, linguistic
knowledge is knowledge of the language used in particular subject-matter areas and knowledge
of language differences across disciplines. Linguistic knowledge is the basis, from which students
understand how authors frame the ways in which concepts are explained and described in disciplinary
texts. This includes such features as syntactic knowledge, nominalization, multiple meanings of similar
words, collocational knowledge, and morphological structures [11]. Table 1 provides explanations and
examples for some of these particular features in regard to content specific vocabulary and general
academic vocabulary.
Table 1. Features of linguistic knowledge in academic language.
Features

Examples of Content-Specific
Vocabulary

Examples of General Academic
Vocabulary

Nominalization
The practice of changing a verb or
adjective into a noun form

Multiply multiplication
Legislate legislation
Extinct extinction

Demonstrate demonstration
Complete completion
Approximate approximation

Multiple meanings of similar
words
The same words having different
meanings depending upon the
contexts in which they are used

Fish scales
Balance scales
Worship in a temple
Temple on the side of a face
Major in the army
Major project

Count the numbers
Count a nobleman
List the battles
List—tilting to one side
Place—a particular area
Place—arranging or putting
something down
Fresh produce at the grocery store
Produce a chart for your data

Collocational knowledge
Grouping of words that typically
are used together

Chain reaction
Chemical reaction
Blood pressure
Atmospheric pressure
Tectonic plate
Fifth power of six
Square root of nine
Reciprocal of a number
Multiplicative inverse
Greenhouse effect
Supply and demand

Pay tribute to
Major catastrophe
Present with
Important for
Draw a conclusion
Solve the problem
Is produced by

Linear line
Multiplicative multiply
Number numerical
Genes genetics
Colony colonial

Benefit
Beneficial
Compare
Comparative
Represent
Representative
Minimum
minimal

Morphological structures
Patterns of words that share the
same meaning and belong to the
same word family

Aptitude hypothesis. The relationship between vocabulary and comprehension in different
disciplines is also influenced by verbal ability. As students read the informational texts that are unique
to each content area, they need to be skillful in inferring particular meanings of technical vocabulary
as well as the different uses of general academic vocabulary in each discipline of study. For both
sets of words, metalinguistic knowledge enables readers to reflect upon and manipulate the special
vocabulary and language found in each discipline [15]. Given that all the disciplines have unique and
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significantly different language patterns and terminology [4], it is even more imperative that students
acquire the metalinguistic knowledge needed for each field.
Reciprocal hypothesis. The reciprocal relationship between vocabulary and comprehension
holds true for reading and understanding in the content areas. When students read more in science,
history, and the other disciplines, they are exposed to more of the technical terms as well as the general
academic terms used in conveying meaning. The more they read, the more both vocabularies grow
and become internalized. The richer their vocabularies become, the better they are able to comprehend
different texts and more challenging texts.
Access hypothesis. As in any field of study, the need to internalize word meanings to the
point of automatic retrieval is important for comprehension to occur. Again, the richness or depth
of word knowledge, as well as the breadth or size of word knowledge about a given topic, aids
in the accessibility of word meanings. This accessibility is needed for both content-specific words
and general academic vocabulary. Students need multiple opportunities to engage in meaningful,
topic-centered contexts and situations, in which both types of disciplinary vocabulary are internalized.
Based upon the International Literacy Association’s use of the term “literacy” [29], these encounters
can include opportunities for students to read, write, speak, listen, view, and visually represent their
understandings about specific topics across all disciplines—opportunities that cannot occur without
vocabulary and language.
It is important to keep in mind that vocabulary learning is complex and multifaceted. Hence,
all of these hypotheses have value and play different roles in helping students attain the necessary
vocabulary to be successful in understanding academic texts.
4. Instructional Implications
The vocabulary–comprehension hypotheses previously described form the basis of effective
vocabulary instructional practices across different disciplines. Structured lesson frameworks typically
include teacher preparation, initial explanations, applications, and reinforcement [30]. The support
for both content-specific terms and general academic vocabulary can be integrated simultaneously
in these instructional formats. Furthermore, each aspect of the lesson draws from what we know
about the vocabulary–comprehension connection in disciplinary learning. However, it is important
to be mindful that the hypotheses used to explain the vocabulary–comprehension connection can be
recursive and overlapping in each segment of a structured lesson.
Teacher preparation. A critical part of any vocabulary lesson is the careful selection of words
and phrases that need close attention to support reading. To support comprehension, these words and
phrases need to be those that are important for conceptual learning (i.e., technical words) and those
that build upon the reader’s linguistic knowledge (i.e., general academic vocabulary). Ultimately, the
assessment of a student’s background knowledge about the terms and phrases is needed for making
informed decisions about word selection. The use of the Knowledge Rating Scale [31] for such purposes
should include not only the content-specific words but also general academic words and phrases
to ensure that all aspects of vocabulary and language are taken into consideration. The knowledge
hypothesis supports these efforts to attend to the background knowledge of students.
Initial explanation. The work of Beck and her associates [32] provides important guidelines for
introducing new terminology to students. They advocate for the introductions of new words and
phrases to include both a context and a “student-friendly” definition that students can understand.
This initial step embraces the instrumental hypothesis with a focus on establishing the basic meanings of
the terms within a context and not in isolation. The context would especially provide students with a
sense of how general academic terms and phrases are used within the language of the text. Again,
the variability of both content-specific vocabulary and general academic vocabulary as previously
described (i.e., the degree of abstractness of concepts) must be considered in order to provide an
explanation that students will understand. From an instrumental standpoint, these initial explanations
can be multimodal to include verbal, visual, and virtual tools. The non-linguistic approach of
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using pictures, drawings, charts, graphs and other visual representations has much support in the
professional literature for assisting students of all ability levels including English language learners
with newly introduced vocabulary [33,34]. In addition, digital tools are readily available to help
reinforce the student’s friendly explanations, such as visuwords.com which shows a graph of related
terms and www.visualthesaurus.com which provides an interactive map complete with definitions
and pronunciations.
These introductory tasks also reflect the knowledge hypothesis, especially in light of the specific
contexts used to build conceptual knowledge. Students must have a working knowledge of the
particular contexts used to explain the targeted words and phrases in order to make understandable
connections to increase word learning.
Application. Once students have a general understanding of the word meanings, the next
instructional step is to have students engage in multiple, meaningful encounters of the words through
readings, class discussions, and related activities, in which the conceptually loaded terms and the
general academic vocabulary are used. These tasks enable students to make connections of the
word usage to a variety of different contexts and situations. However, to be able to connect to
the situations, students must have appropriate background knowledge and experiences. Again,
the knowledge hypothesis becomes the basis for these learning opportunities. These experiences are
even more apparent and necessary across different disciplines. Furthermore, the fact that students
need multiple encounters with these varied contexts is supported by the access hypothesis to ensure
that the word meanings are internalized deeply, so that students are able to transfer newly acquired
learning to other disciplinary-related encounters with the words and phrases. One means for ensuring
significant and multiple encounters with words is to pre-teach the key academic vocabulary before
reading, ask students to focus on the key words during reading (making notes, drawings, charts) and
then revisit the words after the reading [35]. Additional follow-up can take the form of small-group
writing activities using the words in the context of the content studied [36].
Reinforcement. As previously mentioned, multiple encounters with newly acquired word
meanings not only help students develop breadth and depth of word meanings (knowledge hypothesis),
but also reinforce the integration of this new knowledge. Continual revisiting of previously learned
word meanings, both content-specific words and general academic vocabulary, is a critical component
in the instructional framework. Students need a great deal of exposure to both vocabularies to enable
them to use this dynamic knowledge base to learn more unfamiliar words and phrases. The purpose of
reinforcement is not only based upon the instrumental, knowledge, and access hypotheses, but also on the
aptitude and reciprocal hypotheses. In other words, the more students use newly acquired word meanings
in their disciplinary readings, the more they will be exposed to and learn new word meanings, thus
building an even greater knowledge from which learning can be continued. This reciprocal nature
of word learning occurs through opportunities for students to engage in explanations, explorations,
elaborations, and evaluations of various topics and concepts across the disciplines.
5. Conclusions
The hypotheses presented in this article suggest important implications for vocabulary
instruction [17]. With these theoretical positions as a basis, the potential exists to change the face of
vocabulary instruction from merely mentioning, telling, and assigning rote memorization and “look it
up in the dictionary” tasks to more meaningful, contextual approaches. To this end, we feel that the
single term “vocabulary”, which suggests teaching words in isolation be replaced with the broader,
multi-dimensional term “vocabulary literacy,” which involves making the vocabulary/comprehension
connection using all aspects of literacy: reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, and visually
representing [30]. With this perspective undergirding our teaching of both content-specific and general
academic vocabulary terms, students process word meanings more deeply as they actively engage in
multi-modal activities designed to promote strategic learning and long-term conceptual understanding.
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